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Of Jimmy and the Tchador

(Plates 29-31)

A t Christmas 1998 I got an e-mail from Leo Murray in Hong Kong 
'Hey, come on this unique trip - the Zanskar ice trek - walking on the

frozen river.' He added a few more details - the plan was to walk up the
Zanskar river gorge from a road head near Leh to Padam and back, taking
around a week each way. It did sound very good, and Zanskar and Ladakh
were both high on my list of places still to see. Unfortunately I had a job,
and my 1999 holiday allowance was already spoken for. I held off replying
and, by great good luck, within a month an early retirement offer had landed
in my lap. I grabbed it with both hands and got on the e-mail. Don't, as
they say, leave it too late.

Leo had done lots of homework on Zanskar, including telephoning several
people who had travelled the Zanskar gorge in winter before. Excerpts from
his transcriptions flew over the Internet:

'It was very cold.'
'Sorel boots are the thing - good and warm.'
'Jimmy is the key guy in Zanskar. He is basically a good man but a bit

sharp.'
'Jimmy says no one has ever fallen in the river and drowned.'
'Jimmy is the Congress Party representative in Zanskar.'
'We only had to wade in the river once. The porters carried the ladies.'

(This from a Royal Marine officer.)
'Sleeping in tents cuts you off from the porters and their culture. It's

better to sleep in the caves.'
'I got pneumonia twice in the same cave.'

We had engaged Jimmy and brought lots of antibiotics, so we figured we
were well prepared. We had also bought Sorel boots which are made in
Canada in various models. The pair I bought were extremely warm and
seemed designed for the great Canadian male-bonding ritual of ice fishing
rather than for climbing or even trekking. I brought along a half-gallon of
very cheap whisky to make them feel at home.

Five of us gathered in Delhi early in February. Leo and I had been to
West Irian together in 1972 and realised to our joint surprise that this was
our first trip together, apart from occasional day hikes, since then. Terence
Lam I knew from rock climbing in Hong Kong long ago - he had since
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become a solo round-the-world sailor. Mike Whelan and Steve Hale were
friends of Leo and helicopter pilots in Hong Kong; it was their first time in
the Himalaya. After a fairly disorganised scene at Delhi airport in the early
morning darkness, we got ourselves onto a flight to Leh and were treated
to fine distant views of Nanda Devi on the way.

Leh is very quiet in February, with few tourists and many of the lodges
and restaurants closed. Military helicopters buzzed overhead, to and from
the Nubra Valley and the areas of confrontation with Pakistan. The irrigation
ditches on the edges of the fields contained old hard ice. We stayed in a fine
small guest house at the upper end of town, recommended for its home
made central heating system. Hot water was piped to radiators made of
two steel sheets half an inch apart, welded together around the rims. The
noises were a bit disconcerting but it worked, if anything, too well. The
owner claimed to have the only e-mail connection in Ladakh - we went to
his house and stepped carefully around his small son, sleeping on the floor,
to type our messages home. It worked too. From the windows we had a
fine view across the Indus valley to the peak of Stok Kangri and I recalled
Ashley Greenwood telling me that he and his wife had climbed it at the age
of eighty - now there's a long-term objective for the ageing mountaineer to
shoot for.

After a day of monastery tours - not to be missed in Ladakh - we were
ready. Jirnmy and his men had walked in from Padam along the river so
we knew the ice must be OK. A three-hour bumpy bus ride took us to the
roadhead, passing the confluence of the Indus and the Zanskar rivers en
route. To my surprise the Zanskar was twice the size of the Indus, and both
were clear blue-green. The Zanskar river was conspicuously not frozen here,
but became intermittently so as we went up the lower part of the gorge to
the roadhead.

First stop was lunch. I sat by a dirty road construction camp and watched
a very small boy fetch water from the stream. He had shoes at least five
sizes too big and a water-can almost as large as he was. He was further
handicapped by having to use one hand to hold his pants up all the time.
He hadn't washed for a while but he had a hell of a smile. It took me back
a number of years, and I realised how much of life I was missing by no
longer living in the Indian subcontinent.

We set out onto the Tchador - a Zanskari word, I believe, meaning sheet,
or veil. It is still an important part of the scheme of things in Zanskar, as
the road into Padam from Kargil is only open for about four months of the
year, and the Tchador is half the length of the other walking routes over the
passes. The ice in the gorge is sufficiently solid for travel for two to three
months, typically January to March, and it is well used.

We had with us a young lady with a very engaging smile who didn't
seem to be carrying a load. I asked Jimmy who she was. 'She is oracle.
Coming to Leh for three months' training under a high lama. Now returning
to Zanskar.' Starting out onto the rather glassy smooth ice, I thought she
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was probably a good person to follow. Unfortunately, within fifty yards,
Little Miss Oracle was sprawled on her bottom, giggling uncontrollably as
the shutters clicked. Clearly she needed further training. I resolved to stay
very close to Jimmy and tread only where he trod until I had got the measure
of this place.

We all found the ice a bit skittery at first. Terence started out in alpine
boots and set the record with 35 falls on day one. The softer Sorel boots
were much better as they seemed to mould to the contours of the ice. The
porters, of course, did fine in either traditional felt-soled Zanskari boots or
Indian Army plastic wellies.

The ice soon turned into shelves on either side of the river. Slushy bits
floated down the fast-flowing water in the middle, to disappear under the
next closed section. It didn't require much imagination to realise what would
happen if you fell in.

The shelves got narrower, till it was not obvious how to progress, espe
cially if you were carrying someone's kitbag mounted sideways on your
pack frame. Jimmy now came to the fore, clad in a long woollen coat and
carrying a large white stick which made me think of him as a Tolkien wiz
ard. He did various manoeuvres using a half stable ice flow, before deciding
that the time had come for a bit of rock scrambling - the first of several.
The rock proved to be quite good where it wasn't covered in scree. At times
we were a couple of hundred feet above the river, but the only hazard was
kicking rocks onto one another.

I should say, for the record, that Jimmy lived up to every reasonable
expectation we had of him. He is a very sophisticated and capable person,
excellent company, and definitely a good guy to go with, on this trip at
least, and probably to most places in Zanskar.

Next landmark was the junction of the Zanskar and Chang Chu rivers
where we were to experience our first cave. Unfortunately a German
trekking group was in occupation. Eyes turned to Jimmy whom we
assumed, in addition to his other offices, to be lord of the caves in these
parts. For once he had no quick fix for the situation, and we headed on
into the gathering darkness, on and off the ice and up and down the moraines
and small cliffs. Two hours upstream we did find another cave, but a very
small one, good for the kitchen but not much else. We bivvied on a sandbank;
it did get very cold when you stopped, and we learned to put duvets on
quickly.

For the next two days the gorge scenery was superb - huge walls of rock
folded to an amazing degree. The ice varied from full cover to narrow
shelves, up to three or four feet thick in places, not always flat, and from
rough to very smooth indeed. We all learned to adopt the Zanskari shuffle,
scarcely lifting our feet on the smooth bits. At one rest stop we watched a
big male ibex pick his way along the opposite wall of the gorge, 200 feet
above us. Dippers swam in the water - one wondered what they found to
eat. Jimmy had us looking through the ice for fish, without success.
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Temperatures went down to around minus 18°C, not as low as we had
been told to expect. Out of the sun, though, it rarely rose above freezing.

At the end of our second day the ice became very narrow, to the point
where we had to crawl under a rock bulge, pushing packs ahead of us. We
could see the night's designated cave a quarter mile ahead, but the next
stretch of river ice was covered by two feet of water - totally unexpected as
it had been dry when the porters came from Padam a week earlier. We
stayed off it, by climbing over a rock buttress, and again had to make do
with a very tiny cave.

We met traders carrying grain into Zanskar from Leh, and another group
dragging timbers along the ice for a new school in Lingshed. There was an
interesting two-way traffic in lumber, with the trimmed wood, presumably
supplied by a government agency, coming downstream from the summer
roadhead in Zanskar, while untrimmed poplar trunks from the side valleys
were being carried the other way by private enterprise. I saw a pair of golden
eagles in a side gorge while Steve, with the sharp eyes of a former military
pilot, established himself as chief ibex spotter - he would see them with the
naked eye on slopes I had scanned unsuccessfully through binoculars.

There was great excitement on the fourth morning as the porters found a
recently dead ibex. The word was that it had just been killed by a snow
leopard which had run away at our approach - of course no one saw it.
The meat seemed fresh enough, at least when curried, and the head was a
great trophy for the first man at the scene. He carried it by one horn, even
in spots where I preferred to have two hands on the rock.

By the end of day four we were in the open Zanskar valley, its north
facing slopes under a few inches of snow. In the village of Zangla we stayed
in the King's house - by far the biggest in town. His Majesty was not around
but we made ourselves at home. I was watching the dinner preparation
when an old lady came in to pick up some firewood. She was introduced
by the cook as 'King's wife'.

'So is she the Queen of Zanskar?' This seemed unlikely.
'No, she is King's wife.'
'How many wives does the King have?'
'Only one.'
'Where does the King live?'
'King lives in Padam when he is not in Delhi.'

We left the mystery at this point.
It was a sunny afternoon and we attracted a crowd on the King's flat

roof. Leo had photos from his last visit in 1981, and someone in the crowd
recognised his father in one of them. We taught the kids three-legged races
until the royal ceilings began to show strain.

Jimmy pointed out an alternative route home, via the Chang Chu and
the Markha valley, over two SOOOm passes - another route which is only
followed in winter and late autumn when the rivers are frozen, as otherwise
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it involves something over a hundred river crossings. I was strongly in favour
of this, to add variety and get us out of the valley bottom, but time did not
permit.

From here it was a very gentle walk up the valley to Padam. We visited
the striking monastery of Tongde, perched on the mountainside above its
village, and had magnificent views of the back, as it were, of the Kishtwar
peaks over the watershed to the south. I saw a fox running across the main
trail.

Padam at this time of year was very quiet and half closed down - the
trekking and rafting operators had gone down to Srinagar or somewhere.
The few motor vehicles we saw were all winterised and under tarpaulins,
though there was only a couple of inches of snow on the ground.

We returned down the north side of the valley, via the large village of
Karsha and another superbly situated monastery. Small boys skied in the
street on lengths of split plastic water pipe with wire bindings. There was
even a game of cricket going on, with a rag ball.

The return was uneventful, though it was warming up and the ice was
getting a bit soft in places. I went through it once, fortunately onto rocks
and not into deep water, so Jimmy's record remains intact. It was 20
February when we returned to Leh, and the consensus was that the Tchador
had another two weeks at most to go.

I recommend the trip. Mandip Singh Soin, an AC member, runs Ibex
Expeditions in Delhi, and made all our arrangements. He can be found at
www.ibexExpeditions.com. Alternatively, you could do it on your own with
a good sleeping bag and a few Mars bars. Be quick, though, as the forces of
progress are planning to extend the road through the whole gorge.
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29. The gompa at Tongde, Zanskar. (Richard lsherwood) (P63)

30. A promising icefall in the Zanskar Gorge.
(Richard lsherwood) (P63) .

31. A monk at Tongde with a heavily
decorated conch shell.
(Richard lsherwood) (p63)
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